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This invention relates to a merchandise ra'ckand par 
ticularly to a multi-shelf rack of the, sort adapted to be 
used in stores, supermarkets and the like for displaying 
merchandise and for exposing a constant supply of that 
merchandise as the ‘packages and the like are removed 
from ‘the “shelves. ‘ 
Inmy co-pending applicationgserial No. 43,936, ?led 

above, there is shown a merchandise or commodity rack 
which is particularly useful with so-called hard ‘goods, 
vor goods that are packaged or supported in rigid con 
tainers and arenot readily damaged by contact with the 

In those racks, it 
was immaterial whether the higher shelves or trays 
touched or actually rested'upon the goods on the shelf 
or tray below and it was possible, if desired, to make use 
.of this by having the shelf or "tray rest upon the mer 
chandise below. This ,is ‘acceptable and even perhaps 
desirable with respect ‘to hard merchandise.‘ However, 
it is unacceptable and prohibitive with respect to so-called 
soft goods, such as wrapped loavesof bread, baskets of 
fruit or other similar merchandise. The :present rack has 
adjustable shelves and maybe used with soft. goods with 
out. resting upon or otherwise crushing said goods. 

Generally described, the present ‘rack is adapted to be 
manufactured from welded or otherwisejconnected wire 
members which may be plated for appearance'and con 

‘ .sist of aback frame of substantially quadrilateral for 
mation, having .a_ pair of'upstanding side members. , The 
back frame maybe supported on thel?oor by means of 
a substantially. ?at, wire frame ‘bottom platform which 
is attached to the back ‘frame and. has a bottom portion 
of wire runners which rest upon the ?oor, or any other 
suitable support. Extending outwardly and substantial 
ply horizontally in extended position from the back frame 
area plurality of merchandise support shelves or trays 

_- that are pivotallyv or swingably mounted upon the back 
frame, each independently of the other shelf, and each 
having a particular retractable'mounting consisting of one 
or more coil springs encircling a transverse wire mem 
ber which ,extends transversely behind the back frame 
and with one enjd‘of the coil spring attached to the back 
rod, while the other ‘end. of thercoil spring‘ is attached to 
the shelf itself. A second transverse back rod member 
».extends transversely across said back frame and is sub 
stantially parallel with said ?rst rod member and is con 
nected thereto by .a pair of short, vertical rods. The 
ends of the ‘second rod are placed in front of. the’back 
frame member whereby a counter-clockwise torque or 
twisting motion exerted by the-springs on said top‘ and 
bottom rod member and. shelf‘ push the top member 
against the back and the bottom member against the 
front, thereby holding the composite members in a sta—‘ 
tionary position on said frame. This arrangement is 
utilized for the purpose of adjustment of the shelf as will 
appear hereinafter. The shelf itself may be‘ an open 

' wire frame member having a substantially U-shaped 
back member pivotally or swingably mounted upon the 
top of said transverse rod and having forwardly extend 
ing side rod members to which ‘the other end of the coil 

, spring is attached,.whereby, upon pulling said shelf down 
Wardly, .the coil‘ spring is ‘coiled tighter and vthe tend 
ency is for the coil springs to return the shelf to an up— 
ward positionrwhen the load on the shelf isrremoved. 
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The back U-shaped member of the shelf rests upon and 
is stopped by contact with the bottom rod member, by 
which arrangement the top of the U-frame pulls for 
wardly on the top rod and the bottom of the U-frarne 
pushes rearwardly on the bottom rod, thereby holding 
said entire shelf support frame assembly in a stationary 
position on saidback and thereby preventing said tray 
from dropping below the horizontal. In order to as 
sure positive positioning and adjustment of said shelves 
on said back, since with soft goods it is vitally important 
that the shelf not displace itself out of position; either 
vertically at the back or below the ‘horizontal, the side 
frame members of the back'frame, in one embodiment, 
are sinuous, that is, have been formed in a wavy-shape, 
whereby the top rod at the ends rests in one depression 
or indentations in the wavy-shape, and the bottom or 
second rod at its end on the front, rests in a lower wavy 
depression, thereby assuring more positive positioning of 
the shelf. , ' 

A primary object of this invention is to provide a mer 
chandise rack having a plurality of shelves thereon which 
are adjustable in vertical position and which are pre 
vented by the vparticular support ofrthis shelf from dis 
placing themselves vertically due to the load thereon. 
-An additional object of this invention resides in the 

positive positioning of shelves above the next successive 
shelves on a merchandise rack, whereby soft goods on 
lower shelves will not be compressed or touched by the 
shelves thereabove which‘ do not depress below the 
horizontal. I 

A further object of this invention is to provide a wire 
frame merchandise rack having a plurality of open, wire 
frame shelves thereon swingably supported in ‘such a 
manner as to be stopped from downward movement by 
positive abutment with a solid member, thereby prevent 
ing said shelf from depressing below the horizontal and 
contacting or from transferring any weight to the soft 
merchandise on a shelf immediately therebelow. 
An additional object ofthis invention resides in the 

construction of a device set‘forth in the paragraph im 
mediately vpreceding and wherein there is positive spring 
action to return said shelf to normalstQredLretracted 
position after the merchandise has been removed there 
from and to expose the next lower merchandise on the 
next lower shelf therebelow. ' 
A further object of this invention resides in the pro 

vision of positive positioning means on'said wire frame 
at the back thereof whereby each shelf may be adjusted ~ 
and'positionedr as a whole at a positive position on said 
rack and whereby it' may be readily shifted to a lower 
or higher position by one person in a simple and expedient 
manner so that the shelves may be adjusted for the size 
or quantity of goods placed thereon. ’ > 

Another object of this invention is to provide a rack 
having retractible shelves or trays which will ‘swing down 
wardly to a merchandise supporting position and hav 
ing built-in stop meansrwhich positively prevents the 
shelf from swinging below the horizontal. 

Other and further objects of my invention will be 
come apparent upon reading the following specification 
taken in conjunctionrwith the accompanying drawings, 
in which: ' ' 

FIG. 1 is ‘a perspective View of a typical rack made in 
accordance with my invention and showing all of the 
shelves in extended position, which'would occur nor 
mally when there is merchandise contained thereon. 

FIG. 2 is a side elevation view of the top portion of 
the rack shown in FIG. '1‘ with. sample merchandise 
shown dotted. thereon. 
V ‘FIG-,3 is an enlarge‘dpperspective view of the con 
necting portion of one side of the adjustable lshelves 
on the wire frame of the device shown in FIG. 1. 
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FIG. 4 is an enlarged perspective view of the end of 
one shelf of a modi?ed form of the invention. 

The device is designated over-all and in general by 
the reference numeral iii and comprises a back frame 12 
consisting of a pair of opposed and normally and sub 
stantially vertical sinuous side frame members 14, 16, 
that is, of curvy or wavy-formation somewhat like an 
extended sine curve. Members i4, 16 are connected 
at the bottom thereof to a bottom ?oor support frame ' 
and platform or base support 18, which may vary ac 
cording to the individual rack, comprising a pair of floor 
runners 2d, 22 normally resting on the ?oor and having 
fastened thereacross a plurality of rods 24 forming an‘ 
open platform or shelf at the bottom. A front upstand 
ing edge rod member 26 extends between the opposed 
runners 20,22. In some instances, the base 18 can be 
omitted and members 14, 16 attached to an existing 
counter, display or the like. 
An upper, transverse brace member 27 braces and 

connects the upstanding members 14, 16 at the very 
top thereof. 
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Mounted on the back frame 12 and adapted normally X 
to extend horizontally and cantilevered therefrom with 
,merchandise thereon and to extend substantially parallel 
thereto and rising vertically therewith when they are 
empty are a plurality of cantilivered merchandise shelves 
2% adapted to hold various types of merchandise and 
in the particular invention, especially suitable for holding 

. that class of merchandise which is known as soft goods. 
In the present embodiment, there are four of the shelves 
28 arranged on the front in vertical spaced relation and 
adapted to extend parallel with one another when loaded 
with merchandise; and one back shelf 28 arranged the 
same. Shelves 28 are substantially identical in con 
struction and normally in the ensuing description, refer 
ence will be made sometimes only to one shelf, 28, 
or to the front shelves only, it being understood that 
the other shelves 28, back and front, are substantially 
the same in construction and contain essentially the same 
components, differing only in location. It is also to be 
understood that while there are four front shelves 28 
shown in the embodiment of this invention, other shelves 
may be added to the front or back and there may be 
more or less shelves 28 in other embodiments simply 
by constructing same in identical fashion with the other 
shelves 28 and mounting them upon the back frame. 

> The number of shelves 2% in a particular rack would 
depend largely upon the purpose of which the rack is 
to be used and that would be governed, of course by 

a the sort of merchandise which one expects to display and 
sell on the rack. All of the shelves 28 of the present 
invention are adjustable in height or distance between 
one another for the purpose of readily being used to 
store mixed goods and goods of different sizes and dimen 
sions. For example, king-size loaves of bread can be 
stacked or intermixed on one or more shelves while other 
loaves of bread of differing thickness may be stored on 
lower shelves and various numbers of layers of such mer 
chandise can be placed on each shelf and the shelf there-v 
above and the shelf therebelow adjusted to clear this 
merchandise. 
Each cantilevered shelf 28 is substantially of rectangu 

lar construction and comprises a substantially “U-shaped” 
support 39 with bight 31 and having the opposite sides 
32 thereof bent around and pivotally or swingably sup 
ported upon the upper or top or ?rst rod 34 of a particu 
lar sort of adjustable back'support'arrangement 36 now 
to be described. The back support arrangement 36 con 
sists of the top or upper rod 34 placed with the bent 
ends 38 thereof behind the back frame members 14, 
16. A second or lower or bottom transverse rod mem 
ber 40 extends substantially parallel with the top mem 
ber 34 and has bent-ends 42 thereof extending in front 

- of and around said frame members 14, 16 whereby 
said top rod 34 and said bottom rod 49 are substan 
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tially in parallel relationship but with one in front and 
the other in back of said frame members 14, 16. The 
rods are physically and rigidly connected together by 
means of a pair of short pins or shafts 44 welded be 
tween rods 34, 40 substantially in the'middle thereof. 
Each of a pair of identical coil springs 46 is wrapped 
about one end of the upper rod 34 and has its own 
terminal end 47 on the inside looped around one of the 
respective vertical short bars 44 and has its other end 
47 on the outside looped around the outside of a for 
wardly extending side bar member 50 of the shelves 
28. Both of the coil springs 46 are arranged in this 
manner, each attached at one end to the inner short 
bars 44 and looped and attached at the outer end to 
a respective outside side member 50 of a shelf 23. 
Coil springs 46 are inserted in place with some pre-ten 
sion thereon which is readily overcome by the placing 
of merchandise on the shelves 28. However, when the 
merchandise is completely removed, the tension on the 
coil springs will lift the shelf to a vertical position to 
the dotted lines shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 2. 

Shelves or trays 28 may be in whatever particular form, 
size and shape is desired, however, for purposes of il 
lustration, the shelves are shown in the simplest form, 
consisting of the side bar members 50 already men 
tioned and a forward transverse portion 52 bent from 
the side bar members 50 and having attached thereon by 
Welding or otherwise a plurality of spaced, substantially 
parallel bottom support rods 54 providing a platform or 
support surface across the shelf. The rear ends of rods 
54 are welded to the bight 31 of the U-shaped sup 
port 30. 

The tension of coil springs 46 interposed between the 
upper bar 34 and bar members 50 tends to force upper 
bar 34 ?rmly in place against the back of the side back 
members 14, 16 and to force the front bar 40 ?rmly in 
place against the front of the side bar members 14, 16. 
Since the outer ends of the side bar members 34, 40 are 
located in a respective position in a detent or depression 
in the back side bar members 14, 16, the tendency is and 
the structural arrangement requires that the bars 34, 40 
and the shelf 28 swung therefrom remain ?rmly in place 
at whatever position they are located manually. 

As is readily seen in FIG. 2, shelves 28 are less than, 
certainly no more than, horizontal in downward mer 

V chandise-supporting position so that the merchandise 56 
on the bottom or second shelf in FIG. 2 is not crushed or 
even compressed the slightest by the weight of the shelf 
28 immediately thereabove. The positive stop between 
members 30 and 40 answers'this. To locate any of the 
shelves 28 in a certain position and to relocate any shelf 

I from that position to another, it is necessary only to grasp 
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with one hand the top bar 34 with the inside of the hand 
and the bottom bar 40~with the ?ngers of the hand and to 
rotate or twist the bars about an imaginary transverse axis 
therebetween so as to push the upper bar 34 away from 
the back and the lower bar 40 away from the front. This 
loosens both of the bars 34, 40 with respect to the back 
members 14, 16 and permits one to shift the entire bar 
assembly, including the springs'46 and the whole shelf 28, 
upwardly or downwardly and vertically along the back 
members 14, 16 to whatever new position is desired. 
Upon relocating the shelf at a new position, when the 
bars 34, 40 are released from the pressure being exerted 
by the hand, coil springs 46 immediately operate to return 
the shelf to its normal raised position through the spring 
tension action pushing on bar 34 and bar member 50. 
Since each of the bars 34, 40 are resting in a detent or 
depression formed in one of the back members 14, 16, it is 
very unlikely that the weight of any merchandise placed 
on the shelf 28 by a vertical component force thereof 
could cause the shelf to slide downwardly against a 
lower shelf. This has been a problem with prior art de 
vices where soft goods were being displayed on the bot 
tom shelves because the weight of the goods on the shelves 
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thereabove caused those higher shelves to slide down 

The modi?ed form shown in FIG. 4 is identical in con 
'struction in most respects with that shown in FIGS. 1, 2, 

‘ ,wardly against me merchandise on the lower shelf, pushing - l 
' 1t and rendering it unsuitable or unattractive for purchase. 

et al. except'that in place of and in lieu of the sinuous. 
7‘ back rods 14, 16, there is substituted a pair of ?at bar 

members 70 (one on the opposite side not shown), hav 

front thereof and having the same transverse support mem 
ber arrangement 34' of the previous embodiment with the 
bent‘ends thereof resting in said notches 72. The opera 
tion of the rack 10 is'the same as in the embodiment 

_ shown in FIG. 1 and the relocation of individual shelves 
>_ 28 is‘ performed in precisely the same manner and the 

a main difference is that instead- of relocating theshelves‘in 
a sinuous‘rod arrangement, the relocation is being done in 
a ?at bar with grooves 72 therein. ' 
While I have shown and described a particular embodi 

ment of my invention,.together with suggested modi?ca 

, ' 6 1 - 

on said back support in spaced vertical arrangement, at 
least one shelf on said back support mounted for sliding 
movement upwardly and downwardly thereon, a shelf 
mounting means mounted on said back support adapted to 
hold said shelf at a selected position in pairs of said in 
dentations and to be released to move said shelf upwardly 

_ or downwardly, saidshelf mounting means including a re 

‘ ing grooves or notches 72 formed in the, back and/or ' 

10 

tions thereof, this is for purposesof illustration ‘and > 
', description only and is not tov be construed as any sort 

of limitation on the scope ‘thereof, since various altera 
' tions, changes, eliminations, substitutions, additions and 

revisions may be made in the embodiment shown and 
‘described without departing from the scope of my ap 
' pended claims. I ._ ‘ 

.Iclaimz, I . p , 

1. .In a merchandise rack, ‘a pair of substantially vertical, 
sinuous members including a plurality of spaced and 
and ‘ aligned depressions on both the back and front 
thereon, support means for said sinuous members, a shelf 
support on said members comprising an upper transverse 
'rod member having the ends thereof. on one side of said 
members and pressing thereagainst normally in a pair of 

taining member that rests in one of said indentations when 
said shelf is positioned at a selected position thereby 
positively holdingsaid shelf from sliding on said back 
support, means on saidmounting means‘ urging said re- . 
taining member into said indentation and resisting dc? 
placement therefrom, said, shelf being'hingedly mounted 
on said self-mounting means for arcuate movement from 
upward stored position to downward merchandise support 
position, a spring means providing pressure on said shelf 
when substantially empty to return same to stored posi 
tion, and positive stop means between said shelf and said ' 
back support to prevent said shelf from swinging down 
wardly below the horizontal whereby one shelf can be 
positivelyset at a position above another shelf and is pre 
vented eitherfrom sliding lower ‘or from being swung 

, below the horizontal against merchandise on the lower 
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said aligned depressions, a bottom, transverse rod'forming j 
part of ‘said shelf support and. having the outer ends" 
thereof on the, other side of, said vertical members and 
normally pressing thereagainst in a pair of said aligned 

> " depressions thereon, a plurality of outwardly’extending 
' shelfmembers pivotally attached on said upper rodsand 
extending therefrom, spring means connected to each shelf 
support and each shelf member and exerting torque on 
the rod members and also ‘biasing said shelf member to 

‘ ,retu'rn'to upward position when empty and unloaded'of 
‘merchandise thereon. , . . - , ‘ ' 

t ' 2. In a merchandise rack, a substantially vertical, sinu 
ous support frame having a plurality of vertically spaced 

‘ depressions formed thereon, means supporting saidframe 
the substantiallyvertical position, at‘least one adjust 
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able ‘shelf attachment on said frame comprising one transa . 
'verse rod member having a portion thereof on one side of 

, said frame ‘normally in a pair of said aligned depressions, a 
' ‘second- transverserodforming part of said shelf attach- ~ 
_ment and being on the‘ otherside of said frame‘and‘nor 

’ gmally pressing thereagainst in a pair of said aligned depres 
‘sions,fa shelf on said attachment, spring means associated 
with said upper rod, and having oneend thereof fastened, 

. between‘said upper and-lower rod and having the‘other' 
end thereof fastened to said‘shelf, a U-member on said 

i . shelf hingedly mounted on said upper rod-‘member, said 
-U-shaped‘ member contacting said second transverserod -_ 
"to prevent said shelf from swinging below'the horizontal. 
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shelf. .> , 

4. In a merchandise rack, an'upstanding support having 
‘a plurality of spaced shelf depressions formed thereon, ' V 

, means for retaining said support in an upstandingposition, 
at least one shelf pivoted on said rack, ‘a shelf support on 
said rack comprising a ?rst member on one side. of said 
upstanding support anda second .member'on the other. 
side of said support; at least one of said ?rst and second 
members being in one of said shelf depressions, a springas 
sociated with said ‘?rst and second members and having one 
end thereof fastened between said ?rst and second mem- _‘ 
bers and having the other end, thereof fastened to said 
shelf, said spring being tensioned between said ?rst and 
second members and the shelf to create a clamping action 
about said upstanding support, said spring being further 
tensioned in‘the downward position of said shelf to return , 
said shelf when empty and to exert additional pressure 
between said “?rst and second members thereby to retain 
the shelf, support in 'position._ - i 

5. In aamerchandise rack, normally verti 
port means having a plurality of vertically spaced and 
aligned depressions formed thereon, means supporting said 
back support means in upstanding position, at- least one 1 
shelf support on said rack comprising a ?rst transverse rod 
member having the ends thereof on one side of said 
support means‘and pressing‘thereagainst-normally in one 
‘of saidaligned depressions, a second transverse‘rod form 
ing part of said shelf support and having‘the outer ends 
thereof ‘on the other side of, saidsupport means and 
normally pressing thereagainst in one of said'aligned de7 

‘ pressions, a shelf (pivoted on each shelf‘support, and 
spring means interposed between the ‘?rst and second rods 

1 and the shelf{ > 
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.3.‘ 'In a merchandise rack, a back support, meansnort' " 
I ‘ ‘finally supporting'said back support in substantialluprig‘ht 

position ‘abovethe ?oor, a pluralityof ‘indentations formed 
65 
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